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THE BEST OF BARS IN ORONO... SEE PAGE 11
Ladies don't like it
loud.
See page 8
THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE NEWSPAPER SINCE 1875
IFC to reorganize
New GPA requirements lead to
vacancies, one officer remains
By Heather Cox
For The Maine Campus
The school year always begins
with clubs and groups making
changes and additions to the way
their organization works. For the
Interfraternity Council, the repre-
senting board for all 14 fraternities at
the University of Maine, the new
school year brought some unexpect-
ed twists and turns.
The IFC is made up of the presi-
dents of each fraternity and one IFC
representative from each chapter. At
the end of the 2002-03 school year,
the organization voted a new policy
into their constitution outlining new
eligibility regulations the six !EC
officers must meet to retain their
posts. Five of the officers did not
meet the grade point average eligibil-
ity criteria and resigned their offices
at the beginning of fall semester.
The origin of. the new GPA
requirement dates back about a year
ago. Andrew Emerson, a member
of Tau Kappa Epsilon and the only
officer to meet the eligibility require-
ments to keep his position, said the
administration felt the constitution
was inadequate and formed a com-
mittee to review, and possibly
amend, the IFC 's constitution.
Emerson was made chairman of the
committee, and said so many
changes to the constitution were
needed that it was simply easier to
start over from scratch. It was fm-
ished at the end of last year and was
immediately put into effect.
"Even though we had done hours
and hours and hours of research, we
knew we wouldn't get it right the
first time. So we knew we'd have
problems," Emerson said.
The new GPA requirement for
IFC officers has two parts. GPA is
looked at on an accumulated and
semester basis. Emerson said the
accumulated GPA portion of the
qualifications was included to set a
good example, while the semester
portion works as protection for the
officer.
"Leading a community of 500 to
600 men is quite a lot of work. My
first thought is that even though it's
a new rule, both myself and those
who initiated it still think it's a good
one," Emerson said. "We were just
caught off guard."
As the only remaining officer on
the IFC, Emerson had the constitu-
tional power to appoint all the vacat-
ed positions except for president, a
position derided by a Greek-wide
election. He chose to call a presi-
dential round table instead, where all
the fraternity presidents would meet
and have an equal vote to appoint all
the vacant positions except president.
Emerson, who has been going to
IFC meetings for three years, was
vice president of recruitment for
about a year. Since the departure of
the other five members, he has
become the interim president of
recruitment.
"We had some very good officers
and I would say that it is a loss,"
Emerson said. "On the other hand,
part of good leadership is to be able
to find opportunity in the midst of
crisis."
An emergency meeting of the
IFC called Tuesday, Sept. 9 brought
substantial changes in the structure
of the IFC. Each fraternity once had
two votes at an IFC meeting (the
IFC representative and fraternity
president), but the power of the IFC
See IFC on page 7
Remembering 9-11
CAMPUS pi 1010 • ANNA-MARIA E.
SALUTE - Members of the UMaine ROTC and Public Safety officers salute the
American Flag as it is raised to half-staff outside the Public Safety Building on
the flag pole that was formerly located in front of Fogler Library. The singing of
the National Anthem and trumpet solo of "Taps" concluded the memorial event.
State cuts liquor inspectors Nunez appointed
State and local police officers to pick up slack as vice chancellor
By Rick Redmond
Staff Reporter
A decision made by Gov. John
Baldacci has eliminated the State of
Maine's Bureau of Liquor
Enforcement, redirecting the task of
enforcing liquor laws to local and
state police. The policy is only one of
many cost-cutting measures
Baldacei has adopted in an effort to
balance the books for the state.
Dissolving the Department of Liquor
Inspectors will save the state $15
million in salary and expenses over
two years by doing away with 20
positions previously held by liquor
inspectors.
Sparing Maine $15 million over
the next two years may look like a
good plan on paper, but some see the
cut as a shortsighted solution that
will lead to other costly woes for the
state.
"Who is going to be checking out
administration violations?' said Scot
Mattox, a sargeant with the Portland
Police Department, in a May 18
opinion column in the Maine Sunday
Telegram. "There are a number of
administrative laws pertaining to the
See UQUOR se page II
By Heather Cox
For The Maine Campus
The thousands of first-year
students starting college this
fall aren't the only new faces
on the seven University of
Maine campuses. The
University of Maine System
has hired 71 new professors
and eight new administrators.
Among them is Elsa
Nunez, who Chancellor
Joseph Westphal hired to fill
the position of vice chancellor
for academic and student
affairs. Nunez was chosen
from a field of 40 candidates
sap NOM an pep $
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• A lecture titled "Novel Responses of
Birds to Landscape Change:
Outcomes from the Tumut
Fragmentation Experiment," by
David Lindenmayer, will be held 12 to
1 p.m. Monday, Sept. 15 in 102
Nutting Hall.
The presentation is part of the
Wildlife Ecology Seminar Series,
Forestry Noontime Seminar Series
and the Conservation Biology
Seminar Series.
• A lecture titled "German-American
e Misunderstanding: Shared Values,
Different Perspectives," by Deputy
Consul General and German
Consulate of Boston Guenter
Wehrmann will be held at 2:15 p.m.
Monday, Sept. 15 in the Devino
Auditorium in the DPC.
• A free belay seminar offered by
Maine Bound will be held 6 to 8 p.m.
Monday, Sept. 15 at the Maine
Bound-UM Outdoor Education
Center.
• A financial aid workshop led by
Charles Mercer, former director of
Higher Education Finance Programs
for the Finance Authority of Maine,
will be held at 6:30 p.m. Monday,
Sept. 15 in the Woolley Room of the
Doris Twitchell Allen Community
Center. The event is sponsored by
University Credit Union.
• A Twister contest sponsored by
Campus Activities and Events will be
held 8 to 11 p.m. Monday, Sept. 15 in
the COE Room in Memorial Union.
• A presentation titled "Water, Fire,
Tea and Bread: Women's Work and
Hospitality in Morocco," by photogra-
pher Rose-Lynn Fisher will be held
12:15 to 1:3o p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 16 in
the Bangor Room in Memorial
Union. The event is part of the
Women in the Curriculum and
Women's Studies progratall Lunch
Series.
• Kat Roy, the winner of last year's
open mic competition, will be featured
as part of Java Jive from 8 to 10 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 16 at the Stillwater
Canal Co. Pub in Memorial Union.
• A farm tour featuring Smith
Potato Farm and Fogler Dairy
Farm, both of Corinna, and
Peacemeal Farm, of Dixmont, will
be held 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 17. The tour,
which includes a lunch and museum
tour, will depart from the Page
Farm and Home Museum. The fee is
$15 per person and pre-registration
is required by Monday, Sept. 15.
• "Resumania," a resume review and
critique workshop, will be held 11
a.m. to 3 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 17 on
the mall. Career counselors and
employers will be available, as well as
free food and giveaways. Participants
who bring their resumes for critique
will be eligible to win a kayak from
Old Town Canoe. The event is offered
by the Career Center.
• A graduate school picnic for gradu-
ate students and their families, grad-
uate faculty and support staff will be
held 4 to 6 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 17
at the university dock and picnic
area. The rain date is Thursday, Sept.
18.
• Tim Crane, director of the philoso-
phy program at the School of
Advanced Study at the University of
London, will deliver a presentation
titled "The Mind-Body Problem as a
Dilemma" from 4:10 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 17 in 203 Little
Hall.
• A free hiking seminar and free belay
seminar offered by Maine Bound will
be held 6 to 8 p.m. Wednesday, Sept.
17 at the Maine Bound-UM Outdoor
Education Center.
• "Bruce Almighty" will be shown 8
and 11 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 17 as
part of Kickin' Flix.
• A presentation by "Nation" corre-
spondent Peter Davis and Bangor
Daily News reporter Alicia Anstead
titled "Back from Iraq: The War
Zone Reported," will be held 12:30 to
1:45 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 18 in the
Bangor Room of Memorial Union.
The event is sponsored by the
Socialist and Marxist Studies
Luncheon Series.
• A $1 Climbing Night sponsored by
Maine Bound will be held 3 to 10 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 18 at the Maine
Bound Adventure Center. Climbing is
$1 per person.
• A talent show, sponsored by The
Frequency, will be held 8 to 11 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 18 in the Stillwater
Canal Co. Pub in Memorial Union.
• The 2003 Student Organizations
Bazaar will be held 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 20 in Memorial
Union.
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Ask a Librarian provides online reference chats
By Kristin Saunders
News Editor
Students who wish to skip a
trip to Fogler Library, especial-
ly when it is too cold to travel
from their dorm room this win-
ter, can make good use of the
library's new service from the
convenience of their own com-
puters.
The Ask a Librarian program
offers a live on-line chat service
for library patrons. Nancy
Lewis, the social science and
humanities reference librarian,
said the library has offered a
service in the past through e-
. mail.
"It enables people to ask a
librarian no matter where they
are," Lewis said.
She said e-mailing questions
is still an option, but Ask a
Librarian provides library users
the opportunity to chat live with
a librarian. Through the soft-
ware, the librarian and inquirer
use a co-browser program that
enables the user and librarian to
see the same thing at once,
Lewis said.
She said librarians are
assigned shifts to chat with
users daily. E-mail is still avail-
able, but is not answered until a
librarian returns to work the fol-
Q: What is the law regarding
mace or pepper spray used for
self-defense in Maine?
A: The University of Maine
campus is generally considered
a very safe place. However, the
attack that recently occurred
near a fraternity house has
raised awareness of the issue of
personal safety.
Generally speaking, it is
legal in the state of Maine to
carry concealed items such as
these - called "disabling chemi-
cals" - and to use these forms
of nondeadly force when rea-
sonably necessary for the
defense of a person, of premis-
es, and of personal property.
The statutes 25 M.R.S.A. §2001
and 17-A M.R.S.A. §1002 pro-
vide much greater detail on the
subject.
In a recent conversation with
an officer of the University of
Maine Department of Public
simiprove learned that univer-
sity policy permits possession
of pepper spray or mace on
UMaine property. According to
the officer, a five percent solu-
tion pepper spray is the most
effective. The five percent
solution has a strong concentra-
tion of the substance, and pep-
per spray has an advantage over
mace. A potential assailant's
face might, be covered up by
lowing day, she said. If there is
a high demand for the Ask a
Librarian service, they will look
into expanding the hours, she
said.
Lewis said the program will
provide answers to students and
library users much more quick-
ly. Questions can be from the
library's catalog, data bases or
any electronic matter, she said.
She said reference librarians
can help students starting to
research a paper with searching
the Internet or can provide other
guidance.
The library's four reference
librarians each have individual
backgrounds. If a person has a
question on a specific subject,
the librarian chatting may have
the reference librarian in that
field get back to the student or
library user, Lewis said.
Lewis said the program was
used during the 2003 summer
term. The librarians first began
learning the program in April
and the summer term's smaller
enrollment made for an easier
transition, she said. The Fogler
reference librarians worked
with staff at the University of
Maine at Augusta because they
have used the program for the
last year, she said.
Users of the service enjoy it
CAMPUS PHOTO • KRISTIN SAUNDERS
BOOKSMART - Nancy Lewis works at her computer as part of Fogler Library's
online chat program, Ask a Librarian.
because it saves time and
reduces hassle, she said.
"Those who have used it
have liked it very much," Lewis
said.
Lewis said Internet Explorer
Attorneys David K. Miller and "I'd Curtis
clothing or some other material,
due to extremely cold weather
or an attempt to conceal identi-
ty, but unlike mace, pepper
spray should disable an attacker
regardless of this.
The statutes listed above
make reference to the law of
self-defense (you can look to
17-A M.R.S.A. §§104,105, and
108). A person is justified in
using a reasonable amount of
force to defend themselves, but
only to defend against what that
person reasonably believes to
be an imminent use of force,
and may use only that degree of
force that the person reasonably
believes is necessary.
The law of self-defense
embodies a principle of propor-
tionality; in defending our-
selves, we are not permitted to
respond with an excessive
amount of force under the cir-
cumstances. In addition, the
law of self-defense contains
some subjective aspects. It is
not necessary that a person in
fact be under attack, or that the
use of force be in fact propor-
tional under the circumstances.
It is only necessary for the vic-
tim to react reasonably under
the circumstances, even if the
victim is mistaken as to the
actual threat or force required
for defense.
. It is certainly possible, with
items like mace and pepper
spray, to unwittingly commit an
assault, or at least create a nui-
sance. It is possible to dis-
charge these weapons at some-
one while in the grips of a
momentary panic, when a rea-
sonable person would not
believe that an assault is immi-
nent. The substance may be
misused in a reckless manner,
or just discharged accidentally,
which is extremely unpleasant
for other people. There are
other ways to reduce suscepti-
bility to assaults. Stay on well-
lit walkways, know where
emergency call boxes are locat-
ed, and call the Campus
Walking Companions (581-
WALK). Public Safety Officer
Deb Mitchell teaches a self-
defense course through the
UMaine Public Safety
Department.
The choice to carry these
items is a personal one; we only
urge due care in making the
decision.
Legal Services of Student
Government are proved by
attorney's Theodore S. Curtis
Jr. and David R. Miller. Legal
Services office located on the
first floor of Memorial Union.
They can be reached at 581-
1789 or on FirstClass:
Theodore Curtis. Copyright
Theodore S. Curtis, Jr.
works best to chat. The Ask a
Librarian link is included on the
Fogler Library web page and on
all the desktops of the library
computers.
Lewis said reference librari-
ans are available at Fogler
Library on Sunday 1 to 5 p.m.,
Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. and
Thursday and Friday from, 8
a.m. to 5 p.m.
Career center to
host Resumania
A resume and career work-
shop sponsored by the
University of Maine Career
Center and Campus Acitivities
will be held II a.m. to 3 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 17 on the
mall. Resumania will feature
Career Center staff members
and representatives of area
employers who will work with
students to critique resumes and
discuss job search strategies and
employment opportunities. The
event is designed to help prepare
UMaine students for the
employment search process, to
improve the quality of student
resumes and to give students an
opportunity to interact with
employers.
EXERCISE
Does Your Heart Good.
American Heart it a
Association V
I eptaIently O,.',. ,4 Op..
637 Broadway
Bow, ME 04401
(207) 941-0033
• V-Chip Parental
control
• Closed Caption
Display .
• 3 picture modes
• Remote Control
27" Flat Screen TV e
12 MONTHS
s eser
v,rtt imm•
Oevorydaylliiwpr.:*
'49466
$2.00 off any carwash at
3 NEW 933 Still%WiatIeTrHATvilelS COUPON., Old Town
Self-Serve lays Open daily, 8am-6pm
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Officer Deb Mitchell salutes as the American flag is raised to half staff in memor of those lives
lost on September 11, 2001.
Ulvlaine
REMEMBERS 
Sept. 11 lecture explores politics
By Mary Payson
For The Maine Campus
University of Maine professors
discussed the Politics of Sept. 11 on
the two-year anniversary of the
attack. The Thursday discussion is the
first installment of the Socialist and
Marxist Studies Luncheon Series.
In the first discussion, professors
Burt Haden, Amy Fried and Doug
Allen asserted their common belief
that Sept. 1 I , 2001 triggered a sort of
mass psychosis. As people emerge
from this fascination, they said, peo-
ple find themselves forced to deal
with the consequences of our involve-
ment in Iraq.
The three professors agreed that
the Bush administration created and is
,using the sense of patriotism America
feels for self-serving reasons.
Hatlen said Bush has used the
"desire to take vengeance against
those who attacked us" and a need to
"prevent another attack" to sustain
support for an attack against Iraq.
Fried said she sees policy advan-
tages for the Bush administration.
Bush has used America's unrelenting
nationalism to "advocate huge
increases in defense spending, anti-
union provisions in the legislation
creating a new agency for domestic
security, and limitations on rights in
the USA Patriot Act," she said.
Fried said she also suspects the
strong focus on security issues has
enabled the Bush administration to
neglect the environment and interna-
"In a healthy
democracy,
patriots are
skeptical and
thoughtful."
tional family planning issues without
much defiance.
The professors said they are not
bashing pride for one's country, but
are reminding us that this pride should
not coincide with complete trust in
our government.
"In a healthy democracy, patriots
are skeptical and thoughtful," Fried
said.
The United States was founded on
rebellion, the professors said, and
therefore patriotism and love for one's
country does not mean complete obe-
dience or trust in the president.
Allen said that since the terrorist
attacks, the good-will and sympathy
of other countries has diminished
because of our arrogance in attacking
Iraq, making them defensive towards
Bush's "You're either with us or
against us" policies.
Allen predicts that the United
States' "never-ending war on terror-
ism" will create more terrorists, who
wish to retaliate against our unwar-
ranted actions. Hatlen reiterated this
idea, saying, "...the policies in ques-
tion do not represent a response to ter-
rorism ... in fact, the result of these
policies has been not to diminish the
possibility of further terrorist attacks
on Americans, but rather to increase
that threat."
The presenters also expressed con-
cern over the cost of the war monetar-
ily and in American lives and com-
mitment.
Next week's topic is, "Back from
Iraq: The War Zone Reported" with
"Nation" correspondent Peter Davis
and Bangor Daily News reporter
Alicia Anstead. The Socialist Marxist
Luncheon is held every Thursday
from 12:30 to 1:45 p.m.
Monday, September 15, 2003
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The fence surrounds the continuing con-
struction at Ground Zero, site of the Sept.
11, 2001 terrorist attacks on the World
Trade Center, in New York City. Child rela-
tives recited names of family members who
were victims of the World Trade Center
memorial ceremony held Thursday.
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Air Force KC-135 Stratotanker flies over a flag suspended by
fire departments on the Green Bridge in Bradenton, Fla., on
Thursday, Sept. 11, 2003.
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Buffet
'di beverage
nder JO: $3.95)
Dinner Buffet
$8.95' with beverage
(Children under to: $4.95)
o% discount with student 1.D.
Over Too items to choose from daily, including:
Appetizers, pork, chicken, beef, jumbo shrimp, jumbo scallops,
sushi, fish, salad, fruit, ice-cream and much, much snore!
Dine-in, or enjoy the takeout menu
Open Daily: Monday-Saturday, i tam - wpm
Sunday, noon - wpm
Old Town Plaza, 492 A Stillwater Ave.
(Next to Hanna ford Supermarket)
207 
-827-478
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World views two years after Sept. 11
By Tod Robberson
The Dallas Morning News
LONDON — Opinion leaders around the
world used the Sept. II anniversary to criti-
cize U.S. military adventurism while allied
governments praised American sacrifices in
the fight against terrorism on Thursday.
Anti-U.S. protests in the Muslim world
were virtually nonexistent although other
hard-line critics of Washington aired their
grievances publicly.
At the same time, friendly governments
commemorated the Sept. 11 attacks with
wreath-laying ceremonies and expressions of
compassion for the more than 3,000 people
who died two years ago.
In London. U.S. and British officials gath-
ered at Grosvenor Square, outside the US.
Embassy, to dedicate a memorial to the 67
Britons killed in the World Trade Center.
In Australia, a group of environmental
activists planted 3,000 trees in a park to honor
the victims, while the Australian prime min-
ister, John Howard, warned in a television
interview that "nobody can regard them-
selves as beyond the reach of terrorism."
Academic specialists said that, possibly
as a result of the Sept. 11 attacks, radical
groups have grown increasingly bold and
innovative in their efforts to attack Westent
interests around the world. They cited the
attempted downing of an Israeli airliner over
Kenya using an anti-aircraft missile and the
bombing of a beach resort in Bali,
Indonesia, as only two examples of the
ongoing threat, for which the West remains
under-prepared.
"There have been well over 100 attacks
since 9/11, so we are dealing with a very
active terrorist movement," said Paul
Wilkinson, chairman of the Center for
Political Terrorism and Violence at the
University of St. Andrews in Scotland.
"There is no simple military solution,
"though the military has valuable contribu-
tions to make. There is no simple political
solution because you can't compromise or
negotiate." he added. "The jury is still out on
whether we will win the struggle in the long
run."
Ambiguous feelings toward the United
States were reflected in Cancun, Mexico,
where trade officials from 146 nations and
thousands of activists are gathered for a meet-
ing of the World Trade Organization.
The sympathy that protesters, gathered
outside, expressed for victims' families did
not extend to the US. government.
"My initial sympathy for the U.S. after
9/11 quickly became an overreaction," said
Neil Huggett, a 20-year-old student from
Hamburg, Germany. "The U.S. did what it
does best: It went around bullying around the
world. I still feel a lingering anger at the U.S.
But it is aimed not at the people, but at the
government they elected." 4.
Newspaper editorials from the Far East to
Latin America used the occasion to lash outat
US. foreign policy in the Middle East and
Afghanistan and warn that the toot causes of
the Sept. 11 attacks have yet to be addressed
by Washington.
In Saudi Arabia, state-censored newspa-
pers criticized the Bush administration's deci-
sion to shift the focus of its military campaign
in Iraq from a hunt for weapons of mass
destruction to a fight against terrorists. The
English-language Arab News said the Iraq
occupation and the failure to capture former
leader Saddam Hussein has now muddled the
entire war on terrorism.
Real Men, "Wimps," And Our National Security
Join nationally renowned researcher and author of
"Boys Will Be Boys: Breaking The Link
Between Masculinity and Violence,"
Dr. Myriam Miedzian
September 18, 2003 at 7:00 PM
100 Donald P. Corbett
University of Maine, Orono
for an evening that will explore mainstream assumptions about gender,
politics, foreign policy, and warfare.
Reception and Book Signing Follow.
Sponsored by the Peace Studies Program(581-2609),
Cooperative Extension(1-800-287-1535) and the Safe Campus Project(581-2515.)
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No more liquor inspectors
From LIQUOR on page 1
business or liquor-license holder that
are enforceable only by the bureau."
Mattox told the Telegram that he
believes the majority of the 4,00()
business owners in the state licensed
to sell liquor are respectable and
law-abiding citizens. But he said he
worries about the minority of
"unscrupulous" retailers who will
take advantage of the lapse in
enforcement, as well as the deferred
costs the plan will create.
"Alcohol and crime are related,
and I don't think it is a stretch of the
imagination to say that any lapse in
enforcement of alcohol laws will
result in the increase of crime he
said, as reported in the Telegram.
"What amounts to a short-term sav-
ings enabling the state to balance the
books this year will be paid threefold
or more in terms of individual
tragedies and more expensive victim
resources, health-care costs and other,
intangible factors," Mattox said.
Maine's solution to the vacancy
left by the 20 employees of the now
defunct Bureau of Liquor
Enforcement, according to Maine
Director of Public Safety Steve
McCausland in the May 18 Maine
Sunday Telegram, is to hire three
civilian liquor enforcement officers
with the authority to enforce liquor
laws but who have no power to
arrest.
"These inspectors will conduct
routine inspections of liquor-license
holders and respond when com-
plaints are forwarded to police,"
McCausland told the Telegram.
According to Mattox's column,
this solution is "fraught with prob-
lems."
-The logistics are impossible.
Consider there are more than 4,000
licensed liquor establishments in
Maine. It would take more than a
year and a half to conduct even one
inspection of all the licensed premis-
es in Maine. This is without investi-
gating a single complaint forwarded
by the police," he told the Telegram.
One local business owner has
also expressed scepticism about
Baldacci's elimination of liquor
inspectors. Matt Haskell, proprietor
of the Bear Brew Pub and Brewery
in Orono, is concerned about the
affect it will have on his business and
smaller distributors.
"Personally, I don't agree with
the '21 and up' drinking laws ... but
if you're going to have these laws
you need people to enforce them.
Now there are no people trained and
experienced to enforce these laws,"
Haskell said. "It kind of bothers me
that there are no more plain-clothes
people coming in to do inspections.
We don't want uniformed police
officers carrying guns coming into
the place... It's not comfortable for
our customers."
According to Haskell, liquor
inspectors' duties also entailed mak-
ing sure larger distributors were not
edging out smaller micro-breweries
in terms of retail shelf space and vis-
ibility..
"The liquor inspectors weren't
about just busting kids and handing
out Imes ... They looked out for the
smaller brewers, too. Now there's
no one to stop the larger distributors
from coming in and stacking their
cases in front of all the smaller dis-
tributors' displays."
Despite the anxiety felt by local
law enforcement, who now bear the
burden of routine inspections, and
the angst of local micro breweries
trying to compete with larger brew-
eries, Haskell says there have been
no noticeable changes thus far in the
way he conducts business.
"It's not right ... but that's the way
it goes sometimes," he said.
Eckhart hired as VP of research
A new vice president for
research at the University of Maine
was approved by the executive
committee of the University of
Maine System Board of Trustees
last month. Michael Eckardt, a
medical psychologist with experi-
ence managing research programs
at a division of the National
Institutes of Health, succeeds
Daniel Dwyer, who resigned 15
months ago to accept a similar posi-
tion in Mexico.
Eckhardt, who has a doctorate in
medical psychology from the
University of Oregon Health
Sciences Center, retired from the
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism earlier this year,
having served most recently as chief
of the agency's planning and bvalu-
ation branch.
The vice president for research at
UMaine is responisble for develop-
ing and executing strategies related
to UMaine's research mission, for
representing the university's inter-
ests to the government and other
industries, and for oversight of all
policies related to research, technol-
ogy transfer and economic develop-
ment.
"I am looking forward to work-
ing with the faculty and senior lead-
ership at the University of Maine to
further their research interests,"
Eckhardt said. "It will be an exciting
challenge to realize the research-
related goals stated in the universi-
ty's strategic plan and to accelerate
the attainment of a more knowledge-
based economy in Maine."
HMI THE UNIVERSITY OF
MAINE
I swim, el • rI 'sow., el Atmore U...
Plan to teach.
And start your rewards early.
$2500 and $3500 scholarships for education majors.
TWO PROGRAMS
• National Science Foundation (NSF) Teaching Scholars Program
• Robert Noyce Scholarships
Scholarships available to undergraduate and graduate students. Apply now.
THE MAINE MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE TEACHING EXCELLENCE COLLABORATIVE
• strengthening the quality tJ K 16 learning envininments.
• offering scholarships and career development opportunities for U Maine education, science,
technology, engineering and mathematics undergraduate and graduate students.
• recruiting and supporting math and science educators.
•
Contact • member of the University of Maine MMSTEC Local Leadership Team
John Donovan, Robert Franzosa, Arnie Gellen, MaryAnn
McGarry, or Herman Weller, or visit our web sites. www.EducateMe.infa
http:Ilmmstec.umemat.maine.edulnewlindex.htm
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BOTTOMS UP - UMaine seniors, Nate Molleur
Huntsberger enjoy drinks at The Bear Brew Pub in Orono.
Bars like The Bear Brew will not be regulated by state liquor
inspectors following the closure of the Bureau of Liquor
Enforcement by Governor Baldacci.
• MEGHAN LYNDE
and Matt
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New vice chancellor WC loses members
From NUNEZ on page 1
and her appointment was
approved by the Board of
Trustees.
According to John
Diamond, executive director
of external affairs, Nunez's
chancellorship has been modi-
fied from the previous posi-
tion.
"The responsibilities have
been broadened to include
both academic affairs and
those pertaining to student
experiences," Diamond said.
Nunez's main duties
include working with academ-
ic leaders of all seven campus-
es in the UMaine system,
Diamond said.
"[She will] be involved to
help develop new academic
programs and work on some
programs Chancellor Westphal
is trying to undertake that
involves all seven universi-
ties," Diamond said.
One of those new programs
will be the Public Education
Partnership, in which the
state's universities help public
school systems with laws and
training they have to deal
With.
"Her top responsibility,
however, will be to work with
all seven university presidents
on strategic planning involv-
ing the way we provide aca-
demics [to our students 1,"
Diamond said.
"I'm a planner. I'm inter-j-
ested, I enjoy, and am chal-
lenged by planning initia-
tives," Nunez said. "The
University of Maine is
embarking on •a planning
process this year."
Nunez, whose educational
background includes degrees
from Montclair State College,
Fairleigh Dickinson and
Rutgers University, worked as
a high school teacher and has
published several books and
articles on topics ranging from
retention to cultural differ-
ences in education. Nunez.
served as vice chancellor for
Student Affairs at the City
University of New York and
provost and vice president of
Academic Affairs at Lesley
University.
Nunez said she read about
the her new position in the
"Chronicle of Higher
Education," a publication that
advertises positions in higher
education around the country.
"I said, 'Oh my God, that's
the best job in the world,"
Nunez said. "The University
of Maine System has an excel-
lent reputation as a university."
Besides UMaine's reputa-
tion, another factor that led to
Nunez's decision to come to
Maine was the fact that the
university's budget has stayed
level. In the wake of school
budget cuts across the country,
Nunez said Maine's commit-
ment to education is
admirable.
"That's a great thing to say
about the state of Maine,"
Nunez said, adding that com-
ing into a new administrative
position and not being expect-
ed to cut the budget was
appealing.
After being on the job for
almost two weeks, Nunez said
she anticipates facing chal-
lenges and rising to meet them
as they reveal themselves.
"The system is complex.
You've got seven different
universities, so there's a lot to
learn," she said.
Diamond, however, said he
is confident about Nunez's
ability to fill her new role
well.
"She's highly experienced
in higher education and has
been involved in some large
universities and some small
colleges," he said. "She has a
lot of experience pertaining to
student affairs as well as aca-
demic affairs. We think she's
a very good fit."
TPOSCCS
1 US. Cellular
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From IFC on page 1
representative to vote was taken
away. Instead of two votes for each
fraternity, each now only has one,
which rests in the hands of the fra-
ternity's president. Another modifi-
cation was to the number of execu-
tives in the IFC. Before the meeting
there were six to eight executives,
but that number was reduced to four
essential officers: president, vice
president, secretary and treasurer.
The positions of secretary, vice pres-
ident and treasurer are appointed by
the fraternity presidents.
"We're hoping it's a much more
efficient system," Emerson said after
the meeting, adding that bureaucra-
cy has been reduced by the new
additions to the IFC constitution.
Because of the cut in executive
positions, Emerson's role as recruit-
ment officer was eliminated.
"I did not mind being on the
executive board. I enjoyed my time
on it," Emerson said. "It is a lot of
work and I am involved in a lot of
other student organizations. I'm
still going to be very active in the
community, just in a different
capacity."
On Wednesday, the fraternity
presidents met to discuss appointing
a new executive board. When nom-
inations closed at 5 p.m., only one
brother had completed all the
requirements for the position of
president. The nominations were
kept closed and Michael Benson of
Sigma Phi Epsilon was named pres-
ident of the IFC by default. He will
be sworn in on Wednesday, Sept.
17, when the other three positions
will also be appointed.
"I really feel that becoming a
member of the Greek community
was one of the best choices in my
college career. Being Greek has
given me so many opportunities to
improve myself and gain leadership
experience," Benson said. "I want-
ed to become more involved with
the Greek community as a whole
and help build a solid foundation for
Greek life."
Benson worked with the IFC as
the representative from his fraterni-
ty during his sophomore year, has
served as a student senator for the
School of Business for the past two
years, and has served on the execu-
tive board of his fraternity in roles
dealing with both finance and
recruitment.
Benson said he feels the new
articles voted into the IFC constitu-
tion are of great importance.
"Changing the constitution is
essential to running this organiza-
tion efficiently. The presidents. of
the fraternities and the new execu-
tive board of IFC will work togeth-
er to represent the Greek's interests.
The new articles are a step in the
right direction," he said.
The GPA requirement remains in
place.
"The GPA policy that was insti-
tuted last semester is a sound one, in
my opinion. What we saw at the
beginning of this semester is what I
would consider an adjustment peri-
od," said Vice President of Student
Government Matt Gagnon. "I
believe that all officers who are
elected or appointed to IFC from
here on out will be fully aware of the
requirements, and fully capable of
fulfilling them."
After the sweeping changes to
the IFC constitution, however,
Gagnon said he feels the IFC will be
viewed in a different light.
"With the changes that were
made, they are making a statement
[that] they are serious about getting
things done for the Greek commu-
nity, and are willing to restructure
their organization to optimize those
results," he said. "I am pleased that
they have demonstrated an ability to
effectively deal with a crisis, and, in
my opinion, come out of it stronger
as a result. "
New IFC President Benson has
his share of objectives for the IFC
this year as well.
"My main goal is to bring stabil-
ity to what has begun as a shaky
beginning for fraternity life this
semester:' he said. "After this is
accomplished, I will work on bring-
ing the Greek system together as a
whole, because while we accom-
plish much as individual chapters,
together the possibilities are end-
less:'
Lecture on gender violence
Myriam Miedzian, a researcher
and author on the issues of gender
and violence, will speak at 7 p.m.
on Thursday, Sept. 18 in 100
Donald R Corbett Business
Building. The author of "Boys Will
Be Boys: Breaking the Link
Betwees Masculinity and
Violence," Miedzian has lectured
on ways to change the socilization
of boys to decrease violence. Her
presentation, titled "Real Men,
'Wimps.' and Our National
Security," will explore mainstream
assumptions about gender, politics,
foreign policy and warfare. A
reception and book signing will fol-
low the presentation, which is spon-
sored by the Peace Studies
Program, Cooperative Extension
and the Safe Campus Project.
You've Got News
Get The Maine
Campus in your
inbox
Register now on our webstte and automatically receive
an Email Edition of the paper with every new Issue.
Headline News • College Sports • Campus Calendar
Local Weather • Daily Horoscope
It's the best way to stay informed... and It's free.
vvww.mainecampus.com
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RAR needs
support
The second annual Rock Against
Rape concert held Saturday is
becoming a tradition the brothers of
Sigma Phi Epsilon should continue,
with the support of the university
community. Raising awareness
about rape and benefiting Rape
Response Services of Bangor, the
free event showcases a sense of
social responsibility while provid-
ing a venue for local bands to per-
form.
But the event drew only about
$500 in donations — a sizable
amount but far too little fir such a
popular and worthwhile event.
Though SigEp organizers could
have made donations buckets more
visible, the responsibility for sup-
porting the event lies primarily with
the university community.
Awareness of rape and sexual
assault issues may be the focus of
the event, but practically speaking,
organizations working to combat
those problems need money to
make a difference.
Tree ads are
a little tacky
There are few places left on this
campus that are still sacred in a nat-
ural form. The people of this
University are constantly proving
that these places that may seem
untouchable are far from it. One of
the last remaining locations a stu-
dent can go to for natural beauty and
seclusion on this campus is the uni-
versity Forest. Students, faculty and
those in the surrounding communi-
ties can enjoy the extensive hiking,
bike and ski trails that wind around
this natural sanctuary. But, in recent
months, this area has become
plagued with a virus rapidly
destroying the visual beauty.
University flyers promoting
events, clubs and even police
searches have become a staple of
sorts on trees and signs around the
forest. An example of advertising at
its worst, these bright pink, blue,
green and white papers are ruining
what was once an enjoyable place.
Clubs and, yes, even the police,
should respect the sanctity of one of
our last natural escapes on campus
and keep the ads in the dorms.
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Breaking the sound barrier
Men's fatal assumption about what is cool
Men do a lot of things to look
cool. Many of their efforts involve
athleticism: pumping iron at the
gym, taking intramural sports way
too seriously, or bragging about
how many varsity, letters they
earned in high school. I know, if it
weren't for that knee injury you'd
be playing in the pros right now
'bro.'
Admittedly, there is something
admirable about excelling in
sports. It takes dedication, hard
work and natural talent. There is
not, however, anything commend-
able about another popular
approach men use to impress the
ladies, other men, children, senior
citizens or even their friend's hot
mom. Men, please take note: loud
shit does not make you cool. No,
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
not even a little bit. No, not even
when it's like, really loud.
Right now, while the weather is
still warm, we are blessed with two
forms of this ear-splitting chauvin-
ism: motorcycles and car stereo
systems. A souped-up Dodge Neon
with its bass thumping behind tint-
ed windows is bad enough, but
motorcyclists always travel in
packs. You can't even roll your
window down in hot weather for
fear one of these Kawasaki gangs
will pull up and cause permanent
damage to your inner ear.
Sacrificing an eardrum for a gang
of real hogs is one thing, but for a
herd of Suzuki Piglet 9000s?
As far as the Dodge Neons go
— and we all know they're
$15,000 cars so whoop dee' shit
that you can afford one — please
continue to tint your windows so
when we look to see where all of
the racket is coming from, we don't
have to see your face or make eye
contact with you. And by the way,
you're not fooling anyone with the
NOS stickers plastered in your
windows. I had a New Kids On
The Block sticker on my backpack
in sixth grade, but no one really
thought Danny, Donny, Jordan,
See LOUD page 9
Letters to the Editor
'The Greek Reality
Upon reading "The Letter To
The Editor" in The Maine Campus
on Sept. II, I wanted to tell Tom
Arsenault that I have heard the
exact same argument as far back as
I can remember. He was being com-
pletely unoriginal by using every
negative "frat" stereotype against
every single member who was ever
in any Greek system, ever. I find it
almost hard to take him seriously as
he uses no discernible facts: "It
seems as though..." or "Is it just
me..."
As a founding member of Pi
Kappa Alpha at the University Of
Maine, I can say that a fraternity is
what you make of it. Did he party?
Did he stay in his dorm for four
years only to come out,into the light
of day when his degree was to be
conferred to him? I doubt that to be
the case. I expect Arsenault, like any
other Greek organization skeptic,
was social, even though one may
suspect it was perhaps coaxed and
awkward. Seriously though. I don't
apologize for wanting to have a fun
during my time at UMaine. The
absolute best thing about living in a
fraternity house was that if! wanted
to go somewhere, there were
always at least a few guys who were
up for it.
See LETTERS page 9
When spam
pops up
A deadly nuisance
ALICE
SHIN
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
"I met you in a chat room," the
bold print says. I click on it with
trembling fingers in hopes that it
might be the cute guy I chatted
with the other day, "PENIS
ENLARGEMENT- now faster and
cheaper, $2500 for surgical correc-
tion: ointment not included."
Ah, the wonderful world of
spam. The artful dodger of cyber
mail. The epitome of annoyance.
The unsolicited of the Internet.
I don't feel the need to shoot
myself when I fumble upon the
occasional soft core porn or
happy pills advertisement, but
when it gets to the point where
spam starts swallowing my other
mail, I start downloading anti-
spam programs like a madman.
Hey, isn't it funny though that
your anti-spam programs come
in the form that it is against, so
you're actually getting rid of
r
spam within spam — intriguing.
It still amazes me how spam has
actually "advanced" throughout
the years. It feels as if an evil-doer,
as President Bush would say, is
controlling this evil mail and is get-
ting smarter by the minute.
Remember back in 1998, when
you'd be surprised to even have
alien mail and would actually get
excited about having received
something so random. Those were
the good old days. Now with the
millennium fairy spraying us with
her spam-sational dust, the only
thing that excites us about random
mail is when it includes a flashing
pop-up in it.
Pop-ups are what I call the part-
ner-in-crime with spam. I for one
am not a person who takes ple6ure
in being startled. I don't like sur-
prise parties nor do I like it when
someone hides in the depths of the
elevator and bursts out from
nowhere when I step in.
Pop-ups scare me. I once had a
pop-up the size of my computer
screen that flashed like Christmas
in New York. I almost had a seizure
looking at it. They should have a
See SPAM page 9
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Loud
Joey and Chris were tucked in next
to my pencil box.
It may seem sexist to say men
are the only ones with this obnox-
ious habit, if by sexist you mean
true. There may be a couple of
women out there revving their
engines and blasting their bass, but
it's simply not in our nature to asso-
ciate decibels with attractiveness.
We do foolish things to impress
too, but wearing tight shirts and
short skirts actually works, and
causes no sensory damage to peo-
ple within a five-mile radius. Our
license plates don't read
Spam
pop-up before the actual shocker
itself that warns you of it's attack
factor.
Did you know that there is actu-
ally a Web site dedicated to the
wonders of pop-ups? This site is
designed by the super beings of
AlbinoSheep.com — a site devot-
ed to the honor of randomness and
inane games.
As soon as you click on the
link, you are forced to embrace
those who are trying to find your
Match.com pop-ups. It's not too
bad at first click. A huge window
with three smiling faces swishes
across your screen, but you
panic and try to click it off. It
Letters
He believes that fraternities and
sororities breed clones. Barring the
possibility that he is referring so
some undisclosed genetic research
happening in the basement of some
fraternity house, I think he means
we are all the same. I consider
myself an independent thinker who
would not join a group that expect-
ed me to change who I was for
them. I realized after joining that
this type of environment actually
encourages individual develop-
ment. If you're the guy who's good
at art, than you're the guy who
designs the T-shirts, makes the fly-
ers, etc.
Arsenault has never seen anyone
picking up trash for community
service. Perhaps I should tell him
about the times I went with PIKE to
pick up garbage on the Mall early in
the morning, but he was still proba-
bly asleep.
Arsenault sees bad press about
fraternities, and for this reason
damns them all. Well then don't
join one if you feel so strongly. But
then again your time has passed. So
from page 8
"PLAYAH" or "LUVAH," clearly
suggesting to anyone who reads it
that you're an "OVERCOMPEN-
SATAH."
So men, turn it down a notch.
Loud engines and obnoxious stere-
os don't make the ladies wonder
how you managed to fit such a mas-
sive manhood onto that crotch rock-
et or inside that Neon. Try dressing
better or reading a book. Engage us
in pleasant conversation or make us
laugh. That is, if we can hear you.
Jackie Farwell is looking for a
quiet stud that doesn't need 400
decibels to have a good time.
from page 8
reproduces itself into miniature
clones that reproduces into more
clones. Poof! You have
15,908,237,828 trillion smiling
faces decorating your screen.
Lucky for you it comes with
sound included. Jolly little voic-
es singing in melodious rapture
that "you're an idiot."
Outrageous! A pop-up is calling
you an idiot? What are you going
to do about it? Are you going to
fight? Will you take a stand for
your rights? Then again, you could
clinch your computer dominating
fist and turn your computer off.
Alice Shin is a freshman
undecided major.
from page 8
has mine, but the new students
coming in should have the option to
benefit from a fraternity or a sorori-
ty. I recommend new students look
into them seriously, leaving behind
their ideas of stereotypes but using
their own powers of reason. I advo-
cate joining a fraternity, but only if
you intend to minor the ideals the
fraternity holds. It is a major com-
mitment, but it helps give you the
skills to deal with challenges that
class work simply cannot pose. The
lingering bad thing about joining a
fraternity is having to defend your-
self against people who have no
idea what they are talking about.
So in closing, Tom Arsenault is
not really a jackass. He is only lis-
tening to what other people have
told him, what movies have shown
him, and neglecting to think for
himself. Ironically that is the same
thing he accuses members of Greek
Organizations of.
Matthew Mercier
Pi Kappa Alpha Founding
Father
UMaine Class of '01
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Legal lessons from the RIAA
When in doubt, sue!
By now most of us have heard
about the 12-year-old girl who was
sued by the Recording Industry
Association of America for using a
Person-to-Person (P2P) program
to share copyrighted materials.
People share copyrighted music
they live with some amount of
knowledge, and/or fear of the con-
sequences of legal action. Namely,
I'm talking about the possibility of
the RIAA busting down your door
one night, destroying your com-
puter, hitting you in the head with
a brick, making you pay to listen to
the latest J-Lo single for 48 hours
on repeat — the horror — and then
suing you for $1 million.
If you're a 12-year-old girl in
New York and you share your
recent download — Madonna's
"Material Girl" — your Mom has
to cough up $2000 the day after
they slap a lawsuit on your ass.
Why is the RIAA suing people
for file-sharing? Well, greed would
be the answer that first springs to
my mind. Unfortunately, greed
will turn out to get them less
money in the long run. Suing
defenseless college students and
teenagers doesn't seem to be the
smartest move — what a way to
alienate your core audience.
The vast majority of users of
file-sharing programs are between
the ages of 12 and 30, which also
happens to be the vast majority of
the record-buying public. It also
hasn't seemed to really curb the
amount of file-sharing that goes on.
EMILY
BURNHAM
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
Kazaa usage decreased by roughly
a third since the initial wave of
lawsuits early on in the summer but
that still leaves millions of users
who are still using Kazaa, as well
as Grokster, WinMX and Direct
Connect on college campuses
across the United States.
The actions of the RIAA also
seem to show a profound lack of
understanding about the nature of
the problem. The problem is not
with the people who are down-
loading copyrighted material. It
is with the record companies'
lack of an ability to find a happy
medium between letting the pub-
lic continue to share music and
protecting copyright law, since
obviously the latter shows no
sign of stopping.
Aside from Apple's iTunes, no
effort has been made by any parties
involved to create a legal, afford-
able, easy-to-use file sharing pro-
gram. The RIAA's solution? Sue
everyone — sounds reasonable.
After all, the RIAA has made it
very clear that they believe file-
sharing programs are good for
nothing except copyright infringe-
ment. Admitting they could have
another use would undercut their
case dramatically.
But don't worry young file-
sharer, the RIAA, in its infinite
mercy, has promised you sanctu-
ary. If you 'fess up to your evil
deeds and destroy all illegal copy-
righted material in your posses-
sion, they'll let you off, instead of
suing you for millions of dollars.
You just have to send them a nota-
rized "amnesty form" with a copy
of your photo identification.
I really want to thank the
RIAA, since they're looking out
for us so much. Too bad there's
that whole loophole that allows
other parties, like specific record
labels, to subpoena your informa-
tion from the RIAA, using the
same legal procedures the RIAA
used to get it from your Internet
Service Provider.
At least one step has been made
in the battle against the tyranny of
record companies: Universal
Music Group announced last week
they'd be slashing prices.
Ridiculously overpriced CDs seem
to be the driving reason for the lag-
ging record sales of the past few
years — not file sharing. But there's
still a long way to go until file-
sharing will be completely legal,
and the RIAA will wise up and
cease their greedy and malicious
lawsuits on innocent people. Until
that day comes, be sure to keep
something sharp or heavy next to
you every time you want to down-
load something — you never know
when the RIAA could strike.
Emily Burnham is a senior
English and philosophy major.
A life with no Cash
Mourning the 'Man In Black'
The world of entertainment
received a double blow to the gut
as the deaths of John Ritter and
Johnny Cash gripped the hearts of
some people this past Friday
morning. John Ritter was a great
actor and I can't tell you how
many times I remember the song
for "Three's Company" ringing in
my head as a young child.
For me, the loss of Johnny Cash
is more of a swan song for what
rock 'n roll never has been since he
stepped on to the scene. Any well-
versed music fan knows the histo-
ry. From a small town in Arkansas,
he would spend his days singing to
himself while picking in his
father's cotton fields. He worked
his way up through the country
music scene and eventually found
a niche in the eloquently dubbed
"cross-over" section of country
and rock.
Something rings painfully
inside my bones, though, knowing
that Cash was only 71 years old
when he died. Sure, the early days
of drug abuse and alcohol con-
sumption were catching up with
him, but I feel like his life was
marred with depression and empti-
ness after the loss of his wife June
Carter just six months ago.
From the man who sang about
drunks, prisoners and life in the
country, his personal ailments
OPINION EDITOR
seemed to be too much to handle
with the loss of his wife. Cash was
no stranger to pain though. At the
age of 12, Cash's 14-year-old
brother, Jack, died in an accident at
home, and Cash always paid hom-
age to his brother for giving his
music the emotional twist to which
so many people became accus-
tomed.
But the question remains: Why
mourn the death of man we didn't
know — someone who lived the
dream and is now being immortal-
ized for his inability to get over the
hump of losing a spouse?
For those of you who have
those questions, I can only offer
you the musical facts and hope that
they can prove how his music
moved people. Cash recorded
more than 1,500 songs and his
record career spanned over 4
decades. I'm no math major, but I
can tell you with near certainty that
no modern artist may see such suc-
cess. Cash's cultural icon status is
only validated by the way he used
to greet his fans at concerts: "Hi,
I'm Johnny Cash."
Cash's art form was, for once,
more about who he was as a per-
son rather than rolling in millions
of dollars or getting his face on
television — something we see
much too often from modern day
residents of Hollywood. Cash was
humble and America doesn't
seem to be interested in producing
anymore likable and honest peo-
ple in the entertainment industry.
We may have seen the passing of
a dying breed and sadly, Cash
may have taken the truth and hon-
esty of rock 'n roll to his grave
with him.
This past August, Cash was
nominated for the best video of the
year for a remake of the Nine Inch
Nails song "Hurt." Coupled with
famed rock and rap producer Rick
Rubin, it's no wonder the song
became a testament to Cash's stay-
ing power in the music industry. At
the very least, it showed people
that his heart could still sing and
play guitar, despite his personal
losses. The video, directed by
Mark Romanek, seems to be an
elegy to himself in the few short
months he had left. It is a must see
for any fan of art, music, or if you
just don't plain know what Cash
was about.
Marshall Dun' is a senior
English major.
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Style
Faculty artists mix it up at Carnegie
By Elizabeth Maloney-
Hawkins
Art Critic
When you think of laundry
detergent, hair and mold, does art
pop into your mind? To the creative
art staff at the Uniersity of Maine,
these are some of the media used at
the Annual Faculty show at
Carnegie Hall. Digital images,
moving installations and mixed
media sculpture summed up the
amazing range of talent displayed
at this show.
In the exhibit's paintings, the
subject matter varied from detailed
nature scenes painted in the back-
woods to a spirited moment in the
rain while driving. Pointillistic
landscapes done on a large scale
focus on gestural strokes, and in
another work, sunlight splashes
through forests to create luminous
color with a turpentine wash.
In the show's photographs,
glimpses of alleyways caught in the
act of being, and jovial men in
black and white pull the viewer to
that moment like it was stolen from
time. In "Cristin," the soft eyes of
the subject draw you in and make
you wonder what she is thinking
about. Abstracting light in
"Studies in Arrested Light" create
immense feelings of movement and
shift what some may view as reali-
ty in a whole new respect.
The "Natural Markers," very
vertical slabs conformed by hand-
built clay show what art can do for
society, and in "Aborescent
Vessels" ( a work in progress)
meticulously placed peeled wood
gives the effect of nature inhaling
and exhaling. Hair and other ran-
dom objects are fastidiously placed
in a semi-installation with so much
See ART SHOW on page 13
THROUGH THE EYE OF AN ARTIST — Kal
CAMPUS PHOTO • MOIRE DANIEL
Elmore views the photographs
taken by Alan Stubbs at the faculty art show.
Taking a stand
CAMPUS PHOTO • CHRIS SHINAY
ROCKIN' — Dave Gutter, lead singer/guitarist for Paranoid Social Club,
jumps in the air on stage at Sigma Phi Epsilon at their second annual
Rock Against Rape held Saturday.
Garfunkel, Gala
open MCA season
By Dave Blanchard
Staff Writer
Legendary singer and songwriter
Art Garfunkel helped kick off this
year's opening gala for the Maine
Center for the Arts. Garfunkel is one
Review
half of the famous Simon and
Garfunkel duo from the 60s. He is cur-
rently on a solo tour promoting his
recent album as well as his classic duet
songs. Despite the fact that his per-
formance was short and centered
around self-promotion, Garfunkel con-
tinues to have one of the most amazing
voices in music today.
Garfunkel was due on stage at 7
p.m., but started about 20 minutes
late. The crowd seemed to be
extremely excited to see a living leg-
end in concert but there was definite
disappointment by the student popu-
lation when he spent much of his
short time on stage talking about his
acting career and his little known
new album. However time consum-
ing, his breaks in between songs were
light and humorous, keeping the
crowd entertained. He also fielded
some questions he claimed were con-
stantly asked of him, such as, "Why
did you and Paul Simon break up
anyway?"
After mentioning that they would
soon get back together for a tour,
Garfunkel stated the reason was deep-
rooted in their past.
"I wanted to name the band
Garfunkel and Simon, but Paul con-
vinced me that the name should be
alphabetical," he said.
After a slight hesitation, the crowd
erupted with laughter.
Despite the frequent pauses for con-
versation in his performance,
Garfunkel's voice continued to amaze
the crowd. Everyone seemed absolute-
ly captivated as Garfunkel sang his
most famous songs such as "Cecilia,"
"The Sound of Silence," and
"Scarborough Fair" in his trademark
counter-tenor.
Garfunkel
also gave the
crowd a taste
of his new
album,
"Everything
Waits to Be
Noticed,"
with songs
like "Perfect
Moment" and
"The Kid."
He spoke for
several min-
utes about the album and where his
ideas came from, listing James Taylor
and Randy Newman as major songwrit-
ing influences. Garfunkel also stated
that many of his new songs derived
from poetry that he has written over the
course of his career.
The show ended an hour and twenty
minutes after he took the stage, having
only actually performed for about 50
minutes total.
The concert was short and could
have been better, consisting of more
music and less chat. When Garfunkel
sang, it was more than impressive; it
was truly was inspiring.
FILE PHOTO
Art Garfunkel
Editor's note: Meredith McIntire is 22
years old and was provided with a designat-
ed driver to complete this assignment.
By Meredith McIntire
For The Maine Campus
If you were at Pat's Pizza, Margarita's
Mexican Restaurant and Watering Hole or
the Bear Brew Pub last Thursday night, you
may have seen a suspicious looking girl tak-
ing notes. Armed with paper, a pen and my
friend Britta, I embarked on a journey to
find out what the bars in downtown Orono
are really like.
PAT'S PIZZA: A cross between your
parent's basement and a ski lodge
Our first stop was Pat's Pizza. I didn't
even know they had a bar until that night,
but the rumors were true. The "Tap Room"
is located on the lower level of Pat's.
For the first half hour we were there,
Britta and I were the only patrons under 30
in the room. The tap room carries a rather
unique ambiance, existing as a sort of cross
between your parent's basement and a ski
lodge. The lighting is extremely poor in
some areas and rather bright in others. On
one side of the mom stands a big screen TV
and next to that is a fireplace. On the oppo-
site side, above our table stood a smaller TV
playing (like the big screen) college football.
The bartender/waiter was friendly and
we received our drinks quickly. Britta's
raspberry Stoli and Sprite was slightly
watered down and very weak. On the other
hand, my Midori Sour was good but a tad
too sweet with a little too much Midori. At
$325 a piece and taking into account that
they were being served in a pizza joint's
basement, they weren't bad at all, but I have
had better.
While the mixed drinks aren't necessari-
ly the best, Pat's does excel in what every
pizza joint should — their wide variety of
beers on tap. They offer local favorites, such
as Geary's Pale Ale, while also offering the
more traditional domestic beers such as
Budweiser, and a few imports, such as
Guinness. The prices ranged from $2 for a
pint of Bud to $3 for Guinness.
With reasonably priced beer and a cozy
atmosphere, the Tap Room is definitely a
place where anyone could enjoy a Monday
night football game, but I don't see it
becoming a huge weekend hot-spot for col-
lege students any time soon.
MARGARITA'S: A lot like you would
expect in a college town
Drastically different from Pat's, th -
were at least 30 people in the downstairs
bar area alone. The atmosphere was a lot
more like you would expect in a college
town. There was a jukebox playing top-40
music and the patrons were loud. Our
waiter was attentive and friendly, but
From the sourest sip
to the sweetest note:
a user's .guide to
Orono town bars
obviously very busy. The chips and salsa
we were given occupied our attention for a
little while we waited for our drinks to
arrive. Based on the name, we both felt
pretty obliged to order margaritas, and that
was a decision neither of us regretted.
Britta's Heaven's to Margatroid was
described as "delicious" and my Russelrita
was so good I was tempted to ask for one
to go. The margaritas ranged in price from
$5.25 to $7.50, so they are a tad on the
expensive side, but they are definitely
worth it. In addition to the usual mixed
drinks and beers, Margarita's also had a
large selection of top-shelf tequila avail-
able. Shots range in price from $4.75 to
$6.25. One big perk to this bar is that
Thursday is ladies' night. If ladies sit in the
downstairs lounge, they can get certain
margaritas for only $4, and they get a 40
percent discount on any entree. The
Russelrita is worth the extra money over
any of the discounted ones.
BEAR BREW: College students
everywhere
We next walked over the Bear Brew,
efiraWliich vus crit*wcied by till:II/Wile we got thdie
around 11:30. People were everywhere,
causing limited sooting in the downstairs bar
area, as well as the upstairs deck. Britta was
served almost immediately, but I was over-
looked and headed upstairs to get a drink.
Even though it was busy, I didn't have to
wait too long to order my raspberry stoli and
Sprite. The drink was fairly strong, but well
worth the $4. However, a guy let me sip his
rum and coke and it seemed pretty weak, so
the strength doesn't seem too consistent.
Unlike Pat's and Margarita's, it appeared
that everyone at the Bear Brew was a col-
lege student or in that general age range.
There was also a DJ playing what sounded
like rap music in one corner of the bar.
In addition to the special on stoli drinks,
there were well drinks for $2.50 and 10
ounce. Drafts for a dollar. Evidently there
was some confusion about the price of well
drinks and drafts. One student, Jason
Paquette, expressed unhappiness over the
misleading advertisements.
"$1 well drinks? 25 cent drafts? You
need coupons, what?" Jason said.
It appears that the prices were advertised
but the requirement of coupons to get the
specials was not clear. Either way, everyone
appeared to be having a great time. I left
before I a.m. and there were still a lot of
people at the Brew.
STAAR CLUB: Cheapest drinks in
town
Other popular bars in the town of Orono
include the Starr Club, which offers 25 cent
Jell-O shots and dollar drafts, and Ushuaia's.
Both are a quick walk from campus, but are
a bit far from other options, making them
hard to incorporate if you're walking.
VITAL STATS
1 Bear Brew Pub
- 36 Main St.
- Average cost of a drink:
mixed, $4 - 7, beer $2 - 4
- Atmosphere: packed,
college-aged, busy, loud
Margarita's
Mexican Restaurant
and Watering Hole
- 15 Mill St.
- Average cost of a drink:
mixed, $5.75 - 6.50, beer,
$2.75 - 5.00
- Atmosphere: extremely
loud, friendly, diverse
3 Pat's Pizza
- 11 Mill St.
- Average cost of a drink:
mixed, $3.25 and up,
beer, $2 - 3
-Atmosphere: basement-
like, less crowded,
homey
4 Staar Club
- 5 College Ave.
- Average cost of a drink:
beer, $1
- Atmosphere: smaller,
condensed, crowded,
fun
All information courtesy of the restaurant waitstaffs at each establish-
ment, except atmosphere description, courtesy of Meredith McIntire.
Map courtesy of MapQuest.com.
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"Cabin Fever" resurrects
traditional horror flick gore
By Derek Francis
Movie Critic
I arrived at Hoyt's a bit early
so I stood outside Theater
Number Four and quietly
sipped my Mocha Koola, wait-
ing for the earlier showing of
Review
"Cabin Fever" to let out. The
first person to exit was a young
woman seemingly of college
age. She looked right at me,
her eyes wide, and asked, "Are
you going to see.. .that?" I
nodded and she pointed at me
as if she were about to lecture
me on the history of time, but
then fell silent and simply
walked away. The rest of the
moviegoers left the theater with
one of two expression — a)
they were bursting with joy or
b) they looked as though they
had just witnessed a horrible
car crash. Needless to say, I
was grinning with anticipation.
I had heard about "Cabin
Fever" about a year ago via the
Internet. It had been playing to
film festival audiences world-
wide who had praised it for its
exploitative '71s feel a la Sam
Raimi's "Evil Dead" or "Last
House On The Left." Much to
my appreciation, they couldn't
have been any more correct.
From the opening shot of a
faded-looking sunrise over a
serene lake, "Cabin Fever"
takes on a tone of a horror
movie from decades ago. In
fact, I'm not even so sure as to
COURTESY PHOTO • IMDS.COM
Marcy, played by Cerina Vincent, stars in the Lion
Films release "Cabin Fever."
when it's supposed to take
place.
The way ."Cabin Fever" is
shot isn't the only thing uncon-
ventional about this film. Eli
Roth crafted an entire movie
that breaks all notions of the
Hollywood norm. He penned a
script that is funny, character-
driven, funny, stunningly origi-
nal, and did I mention it was
FUNNY? This is an exploita-
tion flick in every sense of the
word. From endless bloody
vomiting to rotting flesh to
even death by harmonica,
"Cabin Fever" covers all of the
gore bases.
Even though the humor ef
"Cabin Fever" plays an integral
part in its overall enjoyment, I
couldn't help but get a bit
freaked out at times. The very
subject matter is eerily perti-
nent to today's paranoia of bio-
terrorism. There is no single
bad guy in the film. A virus is
intangible, thus it becomes all
the more frightening. Not
many of us have been stalked
by a masked psycho wielding a
butcher knife -- I would hope.
However, we've all caught a
bad virus at one time or anoth-
er.
I can't begin to tell you how
much I appreciated the little
things in this movie. Whether
it be the characters like the
party cop or the mullet-sport-
ing Kung Fu kid, the glaring
political incorrectness, or the
fact that someone is wearing a
Ron Jeremy shirt throughout
the picture, they all add up to
one hell of a fun movie. And
that's what this film is all
about: FUN. Not even Rider
Strong, of "Boy Meets Word"
fame, in the lead ruined that for
me.
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Johnny Cash and John
Ritter.
Two legends die;
leave laughs, song
By Kyle Webster
Style Editor
America lost two legends
last Thursday. John Ritter, star
of the 70s hit television show
"Three's Company," passed
away shortly after 10 p.m., and
Johnny Cash, the classic coun-
try music singer, passed away
early in the morning.
Ritter, 54, died of an unde-
tected tear in the aorta that
caused for heart failure. He is
most well known for portray-
ing Jack Tripper in "Three's
Company," but, he was also in
the middle of what was
described as his "comeback
vehicle" by ABC news. His
new show, "8 Simple Rules for
Dating my Teenage Daughter"
was slowly growing in popu-
larity and received high praise
from several critics. In its first
year, it won several awards,
including Best New Series at
the People's Choice Awards.
Fans of Ritter have
expressed severe sorrow over
his death. The "John Ritter
Appreciation Page," which is
proclaimed to be "approved by
John," has a statement posted
on the opening page saying,
"Following John's tragic and
untimely death our heartfelt
sympathies go out to Amy,
Jason, Carly, Tyler and little
Stella, also to all John's fami-
ly, friends and everyone who
loved him." •
There is no word yet what
will happen to the series, how-
ever, on the official ABC Web
site, a statement is posted say-
ing, "All of us at ABC,
Touchstone Television and
The Walt Disney Company are
shocked and heartbroken at
the terrible news of John's
passing. Our thoughts and
prayers are with his wife and
children at this very difficult
time."
Cash, 71, has been a coun-
try legend for years with such
songs as "Ring of Fire," "A
Boy Named Sue" and "Folsom
Prison Blues." He just began a
comeback of sorts, breaking
into the modern scene with his
critically acclaimed Nine Inch
Nails cover, "Hurt," which
was nominated for Video of
the Year at this year's MTV
Video Music Awards.
His personal website has
been transformed into a
memorial for his long life and
success.
"Johnny Cash's legacy will
live on forever. His music,
integrity and deeds will sur-
vive time itself. His contribu-
tions to mankind are immeas-
urable. A man loved by mil-
lions the world over; he will
be deeply missed by all," the
site says.
Both men have made lasting
impacts on the entertainment
industries and their contribu-
tions will live on. As one fan
put it, "These men will be
missed. They truly will be
missed."
SMOKING MAKES YOU
4111.
11.110
limer
Thank you for
your patronage
and have a
bookstore great semester!
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WORKS OF ART — Scott Anchors, employee of the
development office, attended the facu4ty art show
opening, commenting that, "It was a nice way to
spend a Friday afternoon."
Talent, diversity
displayed at show
From ART SHOW on page 10
movement and energy there is
always something to muse
over . Susan Camp found
interest in how growth and
decay can form artistic quali-
ties. Owen Smith was part of
his own moving installation.
He created a somewhat clut-
tered environment that con-
sisted of old NY Times build-
ing up in the corner and was
actually working during the
Opening posting ideas and tak-
ing pictures.
Every corner of the room
seems alive with concrete rep-
resentations of the faculty's
creative expertise.
The University of Maine
has such a spectrum of talent
and creativity exemplified in
this show; there is really no
other opportunity during the
year to view a show that is so
diverse, yet still holds ,a con-
sistency in its high level of
quality.
The faculty art exhibit is at
Carnegie Hall during regular
school hours.
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Knock knock?
CAMPUS PHOTO • MELISSA ARMES
FUNNY MAN — "If a man says he wants to cover you in honey and lick it off,
he's never done it before." Louis Ramey performed Friday night in the Union
Marketplace as part of Campus Activities Board's Maine Attraction, a weekly,
Friday night event that often includes comedians.
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SEX MATTERS with DR. SANDY CARON
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Frequently
6 Declared
10 Incite
14 Secret
15 Frank or Bronte
16 Take apart
17 Unworldly
18 Got up
19 Acquire
20 Dodge model
21 Clubs and
diamonds
23 Olympic runner
Sebastian
25 Allows to
26 Arm or leg
31 Particles
35 Greek letter
36 English noble
37 Take a trip
38 Wine cask
39 of hand
(dexterity)
41 Pub potable
42 Excuses
44 Take the plunge
45 Digit
46 Sped
47 Chemical
cleanser
49 Philosopher
Descartes
51 WNW's opposite
52 Composure
57 Wight or Skye
61 Lean to one
side
62 Aloha in Parma
63 Organic
compound
64 British composer
Thomas
65 Damage
66 Object
67 Spellers'
contests
68 Otherwise
69 Jacks and
queens
DOWN
1 Frank and
honest
2 Emancipated
3 Beginner: var.
4 Manifest
5 TV's "Science
Guy" Bill
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6 Rani's wrap
7 Soon
8 Shoe part
9 Steel plow
pioneer
10 Masters city
11 _ B'rith
12 Polish prose
13 Heavy weights
21 Soldier's awards
22 Golf-course
employees
24 Biased
26 Essence of
roses
27 Singer Abdul
28 Of Carthage
29 Exist
30 Move smoothly
32 Egg-shaped
33 Casaba or
crenshaw
34 Winter
precipitation
37 " Company"
40 Hood's gun
43 Scolds
47 Not guilty plea
09/17/03
Solutions to Thursday's puzzle
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48 Japanese
entertainer
50 Alcove
52 Bacon quantity
53 Trunk spare
54 Serf of the Dark
Ages
55 I'm all
56- A few
58 Recipe direction
59 Accept an
IOU
60 Units of work
63 & the rest
"See what happens, Billy? Next time you'll wash
your hands when they're covered with jelly."
Men have difficulty
showing emotion
Why is it that men have a
harder time being close?
Why isn't intimacy as impor-
tant to them as it is to
women? — Female, University
of Maine
Dr. Caron's answer: I
think it is just as important, but
for some men it is more diffi-
cult to show or express. Keep
in mind that, even today, many
men do not get the opportunity
to build "intimacy skills" while
growing up. Women tend to
have more practice in this area.
Little girls are allowed to stay
close and connected to their
mothers —while boys are
"pushed out of the nest" so to
speak. Girls are allowed to
touch each other — while men
can touch only in specific situ-
ations (for example, during
sports or during sex).
Research has indicated that
women are more likely to call a
friend "just to catch up" —
while men talk to each other
about doing things. It's more
acceptable for women to share
feelings; many men are still
being raised to think it's
"unmanly" to cry or say they
feel hurt. It takes time to
unlearn some of these mes-
sages and to recognize the ben-
efit of feeling free to express
yourself and feel close to
someone. Developing intima-
cy takes time. Fortunately,
more and more men are recog-
nizing their desire to develop
this ability.
Dr. Sandra L. Caron is a pro-
fessor qf human sexuality at the
University al' Mawr. To submit a
question to Dr. Caron or chat with
your peers, visit www.College
SexTalk.com. Copyright Sandra L.
Caron, 2002.
RIX QUINN'S ADVICE COLUMN
Whatever happened
to Dick and Jane?
Hey, Poor Rix: Back in the
1950s when I was a kid, we had
sonic wonderful school hooks
about two kids named Dick and
Jane. Whatever happened to
them? Not the kids.., the reading
books! — Middle-Aged, Middle-
Class
Oh, yes! Poor Rix fondly
remembers first grade, recess, fla-
vored milk and a girl named Lynne.
I still drink flavored milk, but
my wife tells me a recess with
Lynne is unacceptable.
The best part of school was the
"Dick and Jane" stories that taught
us to read.
If you grew up in the 1950s or
1960's, you probably remember
Dick and Jane. I'm not sure they
had a last name, which would make
them quite trendy today. They lived
in a little house somewhere in
America... we just didn't know
where.
They had a puppy called Spot,
and a cat named Puff. (I once had a
girlfriend named Puff, hut that's
another story.)
One of the books' writers — Sterl
Artley — died recently. A famous
reading teacher. Sterl began his sto-
ries with basic words, gradually
building vocabulary.
It's hard to find these readers
.today. I guess a few educators
chose different teaching methods,
for reasons unknown to me or my
friends, many of whom read quite
well.
Sadly, there will be no new Dick
and Jane adventures for future gen-
erations. Oh my, oh my. Did some-
one say "Baby Boomers getting
older?"
Goodbye, Dick. Goodbye, Jane.
Goodbye, childhood.
Hello, Arthur Ritis.
Hey, Poor Rix: What is the
most common last name in the
United States? — Anonymous
Poor Rix guesses it would be
"States." Ha, ha... That's a joke,
dude.
Seriously, the most numerous
last names are Smith, Johnson and
Williams.
For centuries, people got by
with single monikers. That would-
n't work today, because sport jer-
seys imprint last names only.
Around the 11th century, fami-
lies ran out of cool first names. And
they decided if there were three
men named Skeeter in town, the
guys needed another way to be
identified, besides smell.
Some village prodigy
announced, "Hey, David's family
lives in the forest, so we'll call them
all Forests." That worked until
another group moved to the forest,
and townspeople named them the
Trees. The Trees family grew
quickly, and pretty soon you could-
n't find the Forests for the Trees.
So another genius said, "Hey,
Homer is Nick's son. Why not call
him Homer Nickson?" Great idea,
until Homer named his son Junior,
and the kid became Homer
Nickson-son, and his grandson
Homer Nickson-son-son.
Next, a third villager suggested
last names based oassaiiimion.
Like, if Ted was the Mayor's son,
he became Ted Mayor. That
worked OK until the Executioner's
kid applied for a job at the day care
center.
After that, things got so con-
fused folks suspended the rules,
and a few bright souls began to
identify people by numbers only.
Thanks to them, one day I'll
draw Social Security.
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Miami lazily routs Eastern Carolina
By Greg Cote
Knight Ridder Newspapers
MIAMI — There were times
during the sluggishness here
Saturday night when it seemed the
University of Miami's football
Hurricanes had attended and suc-
cessfully completed the famous
Dolphin Seminar on Playing
Down to a Really Bad Opponent.
Couple of differences, though.
First, the Canes - unlike their
NFL brethren who lost to the
lowly Houston Texans last week -
were never going to lose Saturday
to the miserable East Carolina
Pirates. UM led early, never
trailed. The only question was
whether the lead would ever catch
up to a betting number that looked
like a big scoring game by Michael
Jordan.
Second, the Canes — unlike a
Dolphins team that played with
inexplicable lifelessness in a sea-
son opener at home — could be for-
given their token, by-the-numbers
effort shown in the sleepwalk that
was this 38-3 victory. The power
of UM football probably cannot be
better explained than in the
description of a 38-3 rout as some-
how, well, lacking. You know
you've arrived as a mighty pro-
gram when there is scant space
between charges of underperform-
ing and charges of running up the
score.
"We're a work in progress,"
Canes coach Larry Coker said
after the untaxing, untesting tri-
umph. "I think we made some
progress."
"We want to get better each
game," added quarterback Brock
Berlin.
The atmospheric difference in
the Orange Bowl in one week's
time was palpable, the ambience
torqued down from lightning to
flashlight, and the opponent down-
sized from a ranked, bitter rival to
a team in purple pants that had lost
its first two games by a combined
88-10.
Amazing, really, that 65,825
people temporarily set aside their
Marlins playoff fever and showed
Saturday. Impressive.
Not amazing, though, or sur-
prising, that UM played with a cer-
tain lethargy. The Canes had left
the OB after an absolutely stun-
ning miracle rally to beat the hated
Gators and rescue title dreams ...
only to return seven days later as
4I-point favorites.
The word is: letdown.
Expected. Acknowledged.
Forgiven.
No need for excessive angst on
the call-in lines. No need for poll
voters to fret over or doubt UM 's
deservedness for the No. 2 rank-
ing.
Because, while the Dolphins
just proved "on any given
Sunday," sorry, "on any given
Saturday" does not apply. It's a lie.
The Hurricanes are good
enough to phone it in against their
weakest opponents, and they know
it, and they get away with it, and
no amount of consternation or
admonishing by Coker is going to
change it.
Human nature, you call it.
Not to say there are not big
upsets in college ball. Earlier
Saturday, fifth-ranked Texas fell to
Arkansas, a pedigreed program,
though unranked.
But 41-point underdogs do not
beat Miami in the OB. Sorry. Why
pretend?
What should begin to concern a
Hurricanes fan, perhaps, is what
UM has shown, or hasn't, over the
entirety of these first three games.
Even at 3-0, you get the sense
something is missing, that Miami
still is seeking its stride. You won-
der if the discipline shortfall seen
in those 16 penalties against
Florida will show itself again,
against an opponent less forgiving.
"Foolish errors," Coker men-
tioned again Saturday.
Routine, rote victories over
lowly Louisiana Tech and lowlier
ECU virtually don't count in terms
of what they have told us of UM,
and the miracle over The Gator is
eye-of-the-beholder stuff. Swoon
over the final, but you can't blink
away the realization that the Canes
got dominated at home for 2-{
quarters — and needed every ounce
of that desperate rally.
Today, we know UM is good.
Very.
But how great are these
Hurricanes?
Three games have not told us —
any more than three games (and 10
total catches for 86 yards) have
borne out Kellen Winslow's
Heisman pose as the least bit legit.
This coming week's Big East
opener at Boston College may tell
more.
Likelier, we won't find out for
sure until the Canes tackle Florida
State, Virginia Tech, Tennessee
and Pittsburgh — all four bunched
between Nos. 9-13 in the rankings
— in a tough six-week stretch start-
ing Oct. 11 that will define hopes
for a sixth national title.
"We have to do a better job
against some of the teams we have
coming up," understated Coker.
UM won't survive those four
genuine tests unscathed by cruis-
ing on auto pilot as it did Saturday.
And a realistic season quota on
miracle comebacks is probably
one.
So here is your State of the
Canes address as conference play
begins:
Unbeaten ... No. 2-ranked ...
and needing to prove, still,
whether very good will grow up to
be truly great.
The
MaineCampus
Classifieds
MISCELLANEOUS
WORK FOR PEACE!!! 2
work-study jobs open
in Peace Studies
Program. Call/email
Barb Blazej, 581-2625.
TRAVEL
NI Spring Break
Vacations! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida, Texas! Best
Prices. Free Parties &
Meals!,
1-800-234-7007
www.cncilcsssummertours.com
SELL SPRING BREAK
TRIPS, ALL THE FUN &
THE PROTECTION AMER-
CAN EXPRESS WORLft
WIDE, GARUNTEED BEST
BUY, 1 FREE TRIP FOR
EVERY 10 PAID, OR
CASH STARTING WITH
FIRST BOOKING, MAKE
YOUR SPRING BREAK
EXXTREME
EXXTREME VACATIONS,
INC.
1-800-336-2260
UNIQUE PERSONAL
ASST. JOB
Seeking help with
speechwriting, getting
ready for the day,
daily chores, driving,
etc. $9/hour. Contact
info@billpicard.com.
Advertise in The Maine Campus. Call 581-
.1273 between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. to place
your classified advertisement.
Miami's Brandon
MIAMI HERALD PHOTO
Meriweather breaks up a pass
intended for East Carolina's Edwin Rios during their
win on Saturday at the Orange Bowl.
• JARED LAZARUS
Football beats FIU
from FOOTBALL page 19
Maine offense took over with
Williams leading the way. Of the
85 yards recorded on the drive,
48 of them were Williams plow-
ing through defender after
"They are a year
better than they
were last year
and they'll be a
year better next
year."
defender en-route to a five-yard
touchdown with 6:27 remaining
in the third. After a Mike
Mellow point after-attempt, the
score was 14-0 in favor of the
Bears.
Following a John
Baumgartner interception,
Whitcomb hit receiver ...Ryan
Waller for a seven-yard TD four
plays later.
Several plays and penalties
later, Florida saw the end zone.
Quarterback Josh Padrick con-
nected with Chris Patullo to put
the Panthers on the board for the
first time in the game. Adam
Moss added the extra point to
make the score 21-7 just seconds
into the final quarter.
"They are a year better than
they were last year and they'll be
a year better next year,"
Cosgrove said.
Although Padrick completed
another TD pass to Aston
Wilson, it wasn't enough for the
team to head back to the
Sunshine State with a win.
The Panthers' almost-all-
Florida native-team (just two
out-of-staters round out the ros!
ter), dropped to 0-2 as Maine
improved its record to 2-1 in
their 24-14 win.
Maine sees action again this
Saturday at Alfond Stadium as the
team takes on UMass at 6 p.m. It
will be the team's first home
game since it opened the season
with a 30-20 loss to Montana on
August 30.
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Righteousness has infiltrat-
ed our system. It is our duty to
react properly.
Chastise it. Shove it.
Dropkick it.
To preserve the blessed
impurity of college athletics,
we must protect ourselves
from the likes of Vanderbilt.
Gordon Gee, the school's
chancellor, has abolished his
athletics department. Gee has
fired his athletics director and
begun the process to fold his
varsity programs into what is
basically an intramurals
office.
"For too long, college ath-
letics has been segregated
from the core mission of the
university," he said during his
announcement.
Segregated? Who does Gee
think he is? Frederick
Douglass? Vanderbilt can take
its pretentiousness and stick it
where the sun doesn't shine.
The Commodores' football
program can provide direc-
tions.
On the surface, this deci-
sion is admirable and right-
eous. In reality, it's a con coat-
ed with so much self-indul-
gence that we must issue a
challenge.
If Vanderbilt really wants to
be righteous, it should secede
from the Southeastern
Conference.
If you don't want to play
this game, get off the field.
College athletics is a multi-
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Vandy eliminates athletic department
Commodores athletics are incorporated with
the university to promote "academics-first"
By Jerry Brewer billion dollar industry filled that he is not cutting scholar-
The Orlando Sentinel with examples of corruption ships. Competition still mat-
and deceit and greed. Last I ters, supposedly.
checked these things are not But if President Bush sud-
consistent with the core mis- denly whacked the
sion of any university. Department of Defense, would
If you don't want to play you feel safe?
this game, get off the field. Vanderbilt cut off the head
College athletics function like of its varsity sports programs,
a vigilante to the university's but it wants you to believe that
cause. The benefits, including its arms and legs are still
money and prestige, of a great attractive enough to get the
program are indisputable. The girl. It's a con. Ultimately, this
way in which a great program program will suffer. But it will
acquires such fame is hardly still make money while it's
ever consistent with the reducing expenses and level of
alleged academics-first goals competitiveness. The
of a school. Nonetheless, aca- Commodores' SEC affiliation
demics and athletics need each ensures it.
other. And the athletics depart- You cannot rebuke the sys-
ment must be allowed to oper- tem, champion yourself as a
ate in a different manner. pioneer of reform and simulta-
We are not advocating neously profit from the subject
cheating or any type of cor- of your snootiness. With the
ruption here. The point is this: SEC's reputation and bowl tie-
When you commit to having a ins and television package,
big-time athletics program, this new Vandy idea would
you commit to a vicious exis- become theft. The
tence in which admissions Commodores would be steal-
standards and graduation rates ing money.
and strict university policies If you don't want to play
are more rhetoric than reality, this game, get off the field.
Competition overrides most And notice how few people
everything. There is only one will follow you.
moral obligation: To do your "I wouldn't jump to the
best to win and earn a larger conclusion that this will start a
portion of that money. trend," UCF athletics director
If you don't want to play Steve Orsini said.
this game, get off the field. Vanderbilt cannot hang out
Vandy doesn't want to play here with its nose in the air.
anymore, but it won't get out We're a different breed in col-
of the way. Gee tells us that lege athletics. We'll hurt you _
we should expect athletics at and find a way to cover it up.
Vanderbilt to grow, or at least That's the way it works. If
remain the same, despite his you don't like it, you have to
restructuring. He reminds us go.
WE GAINED WEIGHT
Seen our Scholarship Channel lately?
We've added over 250,000 brand new scholarships
and revamped our entire site to give you
more accurate search results!
We've changed.
Come and see.
Check Out Maine Campus's
Scholarship Channel at:
www.mainecampus.comischolarships
powered by: 131)FrokcS,M0
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SOX
c•rnr
By Matt Williams
For The Maine Campus
Everyone knows baseball is
a game of numbers and statis-
tics. And around this time of
the year, one of the most fun is
something called the Magic
Number. As of press time
(which doesn't include Sunday
or Monday's games), the Red
Sox Magic Number was 14.
The magical digit is a number
computed by considering the
number of games remaining in
the season and the lead one
team has over another. The
Sox have 14 games left, and a
1.5 game lead over the
Mariners for the American
League Wild-Card. Each time
the Sox win or the Mariners
lose, the number goes down
one. When the Magic Number
hits zero, the Sox have offi-
cially clinched their first play-
off berth in the new millenni-
um.
Forget for a minute that this
team is cursed. Forget Pete
Rose's hammering, aid forget
Mookie Wilson's dribbler
through the legs. Forget the
bullpen woes, and the obvious
fact that it' Williamson,
Sauerbeck and Suppan were
acquired by the Yankees their
combined earned run average
would probably be less than
one. Putt aside the voodoo and
hexes, there really is no way
this team can miss the play-
offs.
The Red Sox are hot, 8-2 in
their last 10 . They finish the
season with eight of their 14
games at Fenway Park, where
they hold the best home record
in the American League. They
play against Tampa Bay (7),
Cleveland (3), and Baltimore
(4), teams against which they
are a combined 17-13 this sea-
son. Seattle, on the other
hand, has a tougher road ahead
of them. They face AL West
leaders Oakland six times,
with only three of their last 13
coming at Safeco
Granting the Mariners a
very generous 9-4 in their last
13, the Sox would only have
go 9-5 to force a tie, which
they win easily due to their 5-
2 dominance of the team's
seven regular season meetings.
They have the AL batting and
ERA leaders. They have the
best fans in baseball behind
them. Tampa Bay manager
Lou Pinella probably wants to
see his Devil Rays finish
strong and play spoilers. I
love outfielder Rocco Baldelli
too, but it is not going to hap-
pen. The Red Sox will be play-
ing a month from now.
Everyone loves football,
and the start of NBA and NHL
training camps. There's also a
certain NCAA hockey power-
house that's likely to get some
attention around here. But in
New England, in October,
there is nothing on the sports
scene that beats a postseason
appearance by the beloved
Boston Red Sox. The buzz on
campus should be surreal.
We'll actually get to watch
some games on TV, and there
may be reports of random
"Yankees Suck" chants break-
ing out in the Union at all
hours of the night.
All year this Sox team has
fought back from deficits,
blown big leads, and played
some of the most exciting
baseball many of us have ever
seen. This team has caused
more optimism and more talk
radio buzz than those of the
last three years combined.
If the roller coaster that's
been the regular season is any
indication, October's going to
be a hell of a ride.
"WELCOME BACK" SPECIAL
9 HOLES for $7 with MaineCard
Hidden Meadows Golf Course
Located minutes from IMO
Left (west) off 1-95 North Exit 52
in west Old Town
911o4cs • Par 35 - 2974 )ards
Pracbcc Green • Club Rentals
Rotting ('an"
827-4779 www.oicrrovinGom corn
rotti7r %-alid September. .2tke)
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Men's soccer off to their best start in years
A gutsy win over Manhattan leads
the UMaine men to a 3-2-0 record
By Matthew Conyers
For The Maine Campus
It was another thriller this
Saturday afternoon when the
University of Maine Men's
Soccer team battled against the
Manhattan Jaspers at Alumni
Field. In a game that featured a
feverish pace. Maine snatched a
key win to push their overall
record to 3-2-0. The 1-0 victory
matched the most wins the team
has achieved in all of the past
three seasons. More importantly,
the win increased Maine's
momentum as they headed into a
Wednesday grudge match
against big-time rival University
of New Hampshire. Coming off
the heels of a double overtime
victory in last Sunday's consola-
tion game of the St. Bonaventure
Invitational against St.
Bonaventure, Maine has put
together back to back wins at a
time when most teams are adjust-
ing to the rigors of the new sea-
son. In last Sunday's game, jun-
ior midfielder Luke Rivard
notched the game winner. The
goal came off a corner kick from
sophomore Adam Chenault who
put the ball right on Rivard, who
blasted a close range shot on net.
Bonnie defender Ryan Mahoney
was able to stop the shot but Was
fortunately behind the goal line
allowing the Black Bears to post
a 2-1 win and head back to
Orono with not only a third place
finish in the tournament but also
having two players named to the
St. Bonaventure Adidas Classic
All-Tournament Team. Rivard
and sophomore Ben Wilcox were
named to the this year's team.
With the thrilling win behind
them, Maine came into this
Sunday's game with a tremen-
dous amount of energy and exu-
berance that was evident with the
first blow of the whistle. Maine
quickly jumped out to a 1-0 lead,
after junior Kevin Fogget
received a beautiful pass from
talented freshman Gabriel
Germano in the first two minutes
of the game. The pass allowed
Fogget to break in alone on
Jasper goaltender Collin Leaver
and rocket a shot into the left
side of the net. Fogget would
later say Maine came into the
game with the objective of jump-
ing out to a quick lead and
pouncing on Manhattan early.
"We wanted to come out in
the first 10, 15 minutes and
attack and get an early advan-
tage," Fogget said.
Maine did not let up for the
next fifteen minutes, sending an
onslaught of shots on net. Head
Coach Travers Evan believed his
team could have jumped out to a
two-three goal lead but unfortu-
nately couldn't capitalize on all
the chances provided to them. In
the first half alone Maine fired an
overwhelming 11 shots on
Leaver, who would total 10 saves
throughout the entire game.
An intense battle ensued dur-
ing the second half when a new
Manhattan team emerged. With
both teams playing physical ball,
Maine's Luke Rivard was
charged with the first yellow
card of the game 46 minutes in.
The intensity continued as
Manhattan kept pushing for the
CAMPUS PHOTO • DENISE FARWELL
UMaine's Cooper Friend and Manhattan's Edward McCaffrey fend for control of the
ball during Saturday's match at Alumni Field.
equalizer. They did just about
anything but cross the goal line.
The Jaspers best chances came in
the last 10 minutes of the game
when they missed on three key
opportunities. With six minutes
left, Manhattan forward Tom
Maguire watched as his kick
sailed just wide right. Another
missed chance for the Jaspers
occurred as they watched a head-
er by Tommy Lenhardt fly just
clear of the goal. Although
Manhattan's best chance of the
game didn't come until the two
minute mark when a shot inside
the 18 yard line smacked the
right post, bouncing easily into
the hands of Maine goalie Chad
Monegon. Maine managed to promising path come this
keep the ball down the other side autumn.
for the last two minutes and "The players have invested a
squeaked out a nerve-wracking lot in this team and it has result-
win. Monegon moved to 3-0-0 ed in excellent team atmosphere.
with the win, posting his first They have created a great base
shutout of the season. and have a great mentality when
After the game it was clear it comes to the team."
that Maine was reaping the ben- Travers also believes a big
efits of their hard work over the factor in their success is that
off season. During the summer, they will win and lose as a
16 of the team's players stayed team and not relay on one star
in Orono to keep in the best player. The Black Bears return
physical shape and build off the to action Wednesday, Sept. 17
success they had towards the when they host the University
end of the 2002 season. Head of New Hampshire in the first
Coach Travers believes that all America East Conference
the hard work put in during the game of the season at Alumni
summer months will pave a very Field at 3 p.m.
Black Bears beat Florida International in Portland
The penalty-fest at Fitzpatrick Stadium attracted close to 7,000 fans
By Erinne Magee
For The Maine Campus
It's hard for any team to get in
to. a rhythm when the flag is
thrown after, what seemed to be.
every play.
"When you get
250 yards in
penalties, it's
hard to get any-
thing done."
Maine and Florida
International combined for 30
penalties (a loss of over 300
yards) in Saturday's 6 p.m,
match-up at Fitzpatrick Stadium
in Portland.
Linebacker Jermaine Walker
and tailback Marcus Williams
agreed that FIU was a dirty team
and that there was a lot of talking
on the field. Walker said he had
witnessed [the talking] from the
side-line last year. but said it was
different when encountering it on
the field.
Regardless, Walker was cred-
ited with nine tackles, one being
for a loss of yards. Free safety
Brandon McGowan paced the
Bears with 10 tackles, while Joan
Quezada added eight.
Offensively, quarterback Ron
Whitcomb threw for 121 yards
and two touchdown passes, one
to Ryan Waller and one to Kevin
McMahan. On the ground,
Williams ran for 159 yards and a
touchdown.
The Black Bear's only score
of the first half came from a
touchdown pass by Whitcomb
who hit McMahan in the end
zone with 4:09 left in the first
quarter.
Head Coach Jack Cosgrove
said he gives credit to the Florida
defense. He also commented on
the team's speed, saying Florida
International was as quick of a
The Black Bears defeated Florida International 24-14 on
With the win they improved to 2-1 for the season.
team as the Bears will see this
season.
Don Strock, FIU's head
coach, wasn't as complementing
of his team saying they played
hard but didn't play smart.
"When you get 250 yards in
penalties, it's hard to get any-
thing done," Strock said.
Mike Mellow kicked off the
second half, and FIU started it's
drive at their own 25-yard line.
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Saturday night in Portland.
It only took 3:43 for the
Maine defense to end the
Panther's drive. From there, the
see FOOTBALL page 16
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Black Bear field hockey rolls on
The Black Bear women improve to 4-1 as they sweep three games at home
By Riley Donovan
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine Field
Hockey team improved their
record to 4-1 on Sunday. They con-
tinued with their home field suc-
cess by beating Quinnipiac
University on Morse field, 2-1 in
overtime on a penalty shot by sen-
ior back Rebecca Ouellette.
Quinnipiac suffered its fourth loss
of the season, falling to 1-4.
The penalty shot came at the
76:30 mark of the game when
Ouellette faced off with
Quinnipiac 's goalkeeper Erin
McKay who had made 20 saves in
the game. Ouellette slipped the
goal over the head of McKay for
the dramatic winning shot in over-
time. The goal was Ouellette's first
of the season and the fourth of her
career.
After a scoreless first half, the
Bobcats took advantage of a penal-
ty corner when sophomore Amy
Cunniff scored at 41:59 from
Megan DeCesaris. Maine did not
score their first goal until the 49:28
mark when sophomore Kasey
Spencer assisted on junior Rachael
Hilgar's second goal of the season.
Maine held the advantage in penal-
ty kicks 21-6 and on shots, out
shooting Quinnipiac 33-8. They
dominated the pace of the game
but had trouble scoring on McKay.
The lone Maine goal in regulation
coming from Hilgar carried the
Black Bears into overtime which
set up the chance for Ouellette with
her penalty shot in sudden death.
Coach Teny Kix was pleased
with the game. "I thought our team
played extremely well.
Quinnipiac's defense played
exceptionally well. Their goalie
made some great saves," she said.
Kix went on to say that the
Black Bears dominated play but
couldn't finish when it came to
scoring goals. "We have to find a
way to finish stronger. We will
work on that," she said.
Maine finished their home
stretch with three wins and no loss-
es. Their next seven games will be
on the road and they don't return
home until Nov. 11 when they host
Boston University.
Senior midfielder Karly Bundy
was pleased with the way her team
played and looks forward to the
road stretch. Said Bundy, "It's def-
initely worth it to win at home - get
'em while we can."
Next weekend the Black Bears
play at Georgetown on Saturday
and at Towson on Sunday. The rest
of their road schedule between
now and the Nov. 11 includes con-
tests with Rhode Island,
Providence, Dartmouth, Ohio
State and Maryland-Baltimore
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UMaine midfielder Arnie Dubois takes a tumble during a game with Quinipiac on Sunday afternoon at Morse
Field. The Black Bears won the game 2-1 in sudden death overtime completing a three game home stand and
improving to 4-1 on the season.
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UMaine midfielder Arnie Dubois tangles with Quinipiac defenders on Sunday.
Dooling wins
award, Black
Bears host golf
tournament
University of Maine field
hockey junior forward, Emily
Dooling was named America East
Conference Co-Player of the
week for the week of Sept. I
through Sept. 7. Dooling, who
had never scored in her 29 previ-
ous games before the 2003 sea-
son, scored three goals and added
two assists over the first four
games of this season.
The former Winthrop High
School star shared the honor with
Mari Creatini of Northwestern
University. Dooling, like the rest
of her team, is off to a solid start.
In other news, the Field
Hockey team will host a golf tour-
nament Monday. Sept. 29 at
Natanis Golf Course in
Vassalboro, Maine. The tourna-
ment is set up as a four person
scramble with a shotgun start set
for 10 a.m. The registration fee of
$60 per person includes a cart and
lunch. To register go to www.gob-
lackbears.com.
